Soil Warming and Carbon-Cycle Feedbacks to the Climate System
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In a decade-long soil warming experiment in a mid-latitude hardwood forest, we documented changes in soil carbon and nitrogen cycling in order to investigate the consequences of these changes for the climate system. Here we show that whereas soil warming accelerates soil organic matter decay and carbon dioxide fluxes to the atmosphere, this response is small and short-lived for a mid-latitude forest, because of the limited size of the labile soil carbon pool. We also show that warming increases the availability of mineral nitrogen to plants. Because plant growth in many mid-latitude forests is nitrogen-limited, warming has the potential to indirectly stimulate enough carbon storage in plants to at least compensate for the carbon losses from soils. Our results challenge assumptions made in some climate models that lead to projections of large long-term releases of soil carbon in response to warming of forest ecosystems.

The acceleration of global warming due to terrestrial carbon-cycle feedbacks may be an important component of future climate change (1). Recent experiments with fully coupled, three-dimensional carbon-climate models suggest that carbon-cycle feedbacks could substantially accelerate (2) or slow (3) climate change over the 21st century. Both the sign and magnitude of these feedbacks in the real Earth system are still highly uncertain because of gaps in basic understanding of terrestrial ecosystem processes (2, 3). For example, the potential switch of the terrestrial biosphere from its current role as a carbon sink (4, 5) to a carbon source is critically dependent upon the long-term sensitivity to global warming of the respiration of soil microbes, which is still a subject of debate (6–8). Here we present results from a long-term (10-year) soil warming experiment designed to explore this feedback issue in an ecosystem context.

We began our soil warming study in April 1991, in an even-aged mixed hardwood forest stand at the Harvard Forest in central Massachusetts (42.54°N, 72.18°W). Dominant tree
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species include paper birch (Betula papyrifera Marsh.), red maple (Acer rubrum L.), black oak (Quercus velutina Lam.), and striped maple (Acer pennsylvanicum L.). Soils are mainly of the Canton series (course-loamy over sandy or sandy-skeletal, mixed mesic Typic Dystrudept), with a surface pH of 3.83 and a subsurface pH of 4.85. The average bulk density of the upper 15 cm is 0.64 g cm\(^{-2}\). A distinct plow layer indicates past cultivation, and historical records confirm that this old-field forest was established after the abandonment of cultivation at the turn of the century. There has been some cutting for firewood after abandonment. The climate is cool temperate and humid. The mean weekly air temperature varies from a high of about 20°C in July to a low of about –6°C in January. Precipitation is distributed evenly throughout the year and annually averages about 108 cm.

The field manipulation contains 18 6-m-by-6-m plots that are grouped into six blocks. The three plots within each block are randomly assigned to one of three treatments. The treatments are (i) heated plots in which the average soil temperature is elevated 5°C above ambient by the use of buried heating cables, (ii) disturbance control plots that are identical to the heated plots except that they exclude roots and a soil warming treatment, (iii) undisturbed control plots in which we have used both trenching and heating to investigate the relative contributions of root and microbial respiration to total soil respiration under ambient and elevated temperature conditions. Methods of heating are the same as for the main soil warming experiment. Percentage values represent the contribution of roots to total soil respiration. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean \((n = 3\) plots) for each treatment. The same relative patterns were observed in the treatments that included heating and trenching.

The treatments are (i) heated plots in which the average soil temperature is elevated 5°C above ambient by the use of buried heating cables, (ii) disturbance control plots that have been left in their natural state. In the heated and disturbance control plots, we buried heating cables at 10-cm depths spaced 20 cm apart. When supplied with 240 V of ac, the heating cables have a power output of 13.6 W m\(^{-2}\) and produce a power density of about 77 W m\(^{-2}\). Heating cables are controlled by a data logger that monitors 42 thermistors (five in each heated plot and one in each undisturbed and disturbance control plot) every 10 min. Plots are turned on and off automatically to maintain a 5°C temperature differential between heated and control plots. This heating method works well under a variety of moisture and temperature conditions (9, 10). We compared carbon and nitrogen dynamics measured in heated plots to those measured in disturbance control plots, to isolate heating effects from the effects of cable installation (such as root cutting and soil compaction).

We measured the \((\text{CO}_2)\) evolution rates from the plots at least monthly from April through November throughout the 10-year study (11). The increase in \((\text{CO}_2)\) flux due to warming averaged about 28% over the first 6 years of the study. Over the last 4 years of the study, the “stimulatory” effect of warming on soil respiration markedly decreased (Fig. 1A). The 3-year running means we calculated showed, from 1998 through 2000, only about a 5% increase in soil respiration in the warmed versus disturbance control plots (Fig. 1B). By the 10th year of the study, soil respiration showed no significant response to warming.

To partition the two components of soil respiration—microbial respiration and root respiration—we carried out a second field experiment that involved trenched plots to exclude roots and a soil warming treatment, in a full-factorial design in which there were three plots per treatment. We estimate that root respiration is about 20% of the total soil respiration, with microbial respiration accounting for the remaining 80% (Fig. 2).

Combining the soil respiration data from the warming study with data from the partitioning study, we estimate that carbon loss stimulated by warming for the entire 10-year period was 944 g m\(^{-2}\). This amounts to about 11.3% of the soil carbon found in the top 60 cm of the soil profile.
The relatively small and ephemeral loss of soil carbon we observed in response to a decade of warming is consistent with the prediction that these soils contain at least two pools of carbon that have different sensitivities to microbial attack (12, 13). One of these is composed of carbon compounds such as polysaccharides that are readily used by microorganisms as energy sources, and the other is made up of carbon compounds such as those with aromatic ring structures that are much more difficult for microbes to use. The decay rate of the first pool is very temperature-sensitive, whereas the decay rate of the second pool is not.

Using standard methods, we also measured the rates of net nitrogen mineralization, nitrogen leaching, and gaseous nitrogen (nitrous oxide) loss (14). Soil warming increased net nitrogen mineralization (Fig. 3A) but had no effect on either gaseous nitrogen losses or leaching of inorganic and organic nitrogen (15). The increases in net nitrogen mineralization were largest in the early years of the study (Fig. 3B). We estimate that over the entire 10-year study period, warming resulted in a cumulative increase in net nitrogen mineralization of 41 g m⁻².

How does this increase in nitrogen mineralization affect the ecosystem’s capacity to store carbon? We can begin to address this question by using the results of our long-term nitrogen fertilization study at the Harvard Forest (16). After 9 years, we estimated that 12.7% of the total amount of nitrogen fertilizer added (approximately 45 g of nitrogen m⁻²) ended up in the woody tissue of the stand’s trees. If we assume that 12.7% of the increased amount of nitrogen made available by warming ended up in woody tissue, we estimate that this would result in an additional 1560 g m⁻² of carbon storage in the vegetation over the decade of warming (17). Despite the uncertainties in both our estimates of carbon gains in the vegetation and measurements of carbon losses from soil due to soil warming, we conclude that the estimated vegetation gains are at least as large as the measured soil losses (18).

There is some direct field evidence that soil warming enhances carbon storage in trees. One example comes from a soil warming study in a Norway spruce forest at Flakaliden in northern Sweden (64°N). Using a soil warming design based on our Harvard Forest study, Linder and colleagues (19, 20) warmed large (10 m by 10 m) forest plots in a long-term study. After 5 years, they found that there was a significant (more than 50%) increase in stem-wood growth of the trees on the heated plots relative to the controls.

The carbon balance of forest ecosystems in a climate-changed world would, of course, depend on more than soil warming. Carbon storage in woody tissue would also be affected by other factors related to climate change, including the availability of water, the effects of increased temperature on both plant photosynthesis and aboveground plant respiration, and the atmospheric concentration of CO₂. Reductions in soil moisture and increased plant respiration associated with warming will tend to reduce carbon storage in mid-latitude forests, whereas moderate increases in soil moisture and increased concentrations of CO₂ will likely increase carbon storage in these systems, especially if nitrogen limitation is relieved.

Warming experiments in mid-latitude ecosystems without a dominant woody vegetation component, such as alpine meadows (21) and grasslands (22), have shown either small carbon losses or little change in carbon storage. Warming may have its largest positive feedback effects in high-latitude ecosystems that contain small-stature and/or sparse woody vegetation and large pools of partially decomposed soil carbon that have accumulated under cold, wet conditions. If these soils undergo both warming and drying, they have the potential to lose large amounts of carbon as CO₂ to the atmosphere (13).

The Harvard Forest warming study demonstrates the potential importance of understanding how microbial respiration in soils responds to global warming and how temperature-driven changes in the nitrogen cycle will affect the capacity of forest ecosystems to store carbon. The possibility that warming can lead to both positive and negative feedbacks to the climate system suggests that it is essential that we accurately represent them in coupled atmosphere-ocean-land general circulation models if we are to successfully predict climate change over the next decades.
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Shape-Controlled Synthesis of Gold and Silver Nanoparticles
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Monodisperse samples of silver nanocubes were synthesized in large quantities by reducing silver nitrate with ethylene glycol in the presence of poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP). These cubes were single crystals and were characterized by a slightly truncated shape bounded by {100}, {110}, and {111} facets. The presence of PVP and its molar ratio (in terms of repeating unit) relative to silver nitrate both played important roles in determining the geometric shape and size of the product. The silver cubes could serve as sacrificial templates to generate single-crystalline nanoboxes of gold: hollow polyhedra bounded by six {100} and eight {111} facets. Controlling the size, shape, and structure of metal nanoparticles is technologically important because of the strong correlation between these parameters and optical, electrical, and catalytic properties.

Metal nanoparticles play important roles in many different areas. For example, they can serve as a model system to experimentally probe the effects of quantum confinement on electronic, magnetic, and other related properties (1–3). They have also been widely exploited for use in photography (4), catalysis (5), biological labeling (6), photonic (7), optoelectronics (8), information storage (9), surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) (10, 11), and formulation of magnetic ferrofluids (12).

The intrinsic properties of a metal nanoparticle are mainly determined by its size, shape, composition, crystallinity, and structure (solid versus hollow). In principle, one could control any one of these parameters to fine-tune the properties of this nanoparticle.

Many metals can now be processed into monodisperse nanoparticles with controllable composition and structure (13) and sometimes can be produced in large quantities through solution-phase methods (14, 15). Despite this, the challenge of synthetically controlling the shape of metal nanoparticles has been met with limited success. On the nanometer scale, metals (most of them are face-centered cubic, or fcc) tend to nucleate and grow into twinned and multiply twinned particles (MTPs) with their surfaces bounded by the lowest-energy {111} facets (16). Other morphologies with less stable facets have only been kinetically achieved by adding chemical capping reagents to the synthetic systems (17–22). Here we describe a solution-phase route to the large-scale synthesis of silver nanocubes. Uniform gold nanoboxes with a truncated cubic shape were also generated by reacting the silver cubes with an aqueous HAuCl4 solution.

The primary reaction involved the reduction of silver nitrate with ethylene glycol at 160°C. In this so-called polyl process (23), the ethylene glycol served as both reductant and solvent. We recently demonstrated that this reaction could yield bicrystalline silver nanowires in the presence of a capping reagent such as poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) (24). Subsequent experiments suggested that the morphology of the product had a strong dependence on the reaction conditions. When the concentration of AgNO3 was increased by a factor of 3 and the molar ratio between the repeating unit of PVP and AgNO3 was kept at 1.5, single-crystalline nanocubes of silver were obtained (25). Figure 1A and B, show scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a typical sample of silver nanocubes and indicate the large quantity and good uniformity that were achieved using this approach. These silver nanocubes had a mean edge length of 175 nm, with a standard deviation of 13 nm. Their surfaces were smooth, and some of them self-assembled into ordered two-dimensional (2D) arrays on the silicon substrate when the SEM sample was prepared. It is also clear from Fig. 1B that all corners and edges of these nanocubes were slightly truncated. Figure 1C shows the transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of an array of silver nanocubes self-assembled on the surface of a TEM grid. The inset shows the electron diffraction pattern obtained by directing the electron beam perpendicular to one of the square faces of a cube. The square symmetry of this pattern indicates that each silver nanocube was a single crystal bounded mainly by {100} facets. On the basis of these SEM and TEM studies, it is clear that the slightly truncated nanocube could be described by the drawing shown in